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Events
Call for Workshops: **Learn Cutting Edge Informatics Competency and Simulation Strategies**

The 2019 Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) National Forum will take place in Cleveland, Ohio from May 29 – May 31, 2019. The Forum is designed to attract nursing leaders in academia and practice...

**FILM SCREENING & DISCUSSION: TO ERR IS HUMAN - A PATIENT SAFETY DOCUMENTARY**

Mike Eisenberg (former Cleveland Indians pitcher) produced an 80-minute Patient Safety Documentary for debut Tuesday, September 18, 2018, 4:00 – 6:30 PM, Cedar Lee Theater, 2163 Lee Road, Cleveland Heights, Ohio...

**Publications and Media**

**Parkinson's Disease Featured at the 2018 Quality and Safety in Nursing International Forum**
Each year, nurses from all over the world come together at the annual Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) Forum to share ideas to promote quality and safety in healthcare...

**Introduction to Quality and Safety Education for Nurses, Second Edition - Core Competencies for Nursing Leadership and Management**

Springer Publishing Company released the recent title below that would appeal to your collaborative...

**Macy Foundation - Conference Summary: Improving Environments for Learning in the Health Professions**

In April 2018, the Macy Foundation hosted a conference to identify the elements of optimal health professions learning environments and recommend actions needed to better align them with patient needs and societal goals for better health...

**Regional Centers**

**Newly Released QSEN-Based Clinical Evaluation Tools**

QSEN-based clinical evaluation tools are now available for all pre-licensure clinical courses and for graduate nursing courses. Content validation has been established for each instrument...

**2019 Patient Safety Forum**

The Quality and Safety Education for Nurses (QSEN) Institute Regional Center at Jacksonville University hosted the third annual Patient Safety Forum on March 1, 2019...

**Announcements**

**OSU: Terminal Degrees for Nurse Educators Survey**
Ohio State University College of Nursing is pleased to have the opportunity to provide a survey seeking the perspectives and experiences of nurse leaders throughout the country related to terminal degree options for nurse educators...

**Shadow Health: Developed in Partnership with The QSEN Institute (Mental Health and Gerontology - Digital Clinical Experiences)**

The QSEN Institute has partnered with Shadow Health to infuse QSEN competencies into the Digital Clinical Experiences...

**AMSN Convention 2018: Marianne Baernholdt awarded the Anthony J. Jannetti Award for Extraordinary Contributions to Health Care**

Congratulations to Marianne Baernholdt, PhD, RN, FAAN, for her Anthony J. Jannetti Award for Extraordinary Contributions to Health Care from the Academy for Medical Surgical Nursing AMSN...

**Why integrate QSEN into your Curriculum?**

Listen to a [free podcast](https://www.qsen.org/) with Marilyn Oermann and Gerry Altmiller as they talk about why it's important to integrate QSEN into nursing curriculum and how QSEN can link education to current practice.

---

**Stay Connected**

[Facebook](https://www.facebook.com/QSENInstitute)
[Twitter](https://twitter.com/QSENInstitute)
[Google+](https://plus.google.com/+QSENInstitute)
[LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com/company/qsen-institute)
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